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Gifts for the Tech Junkie

Polaroid Snap Instant Digital Camera
Polaroid is recreating the magic and fun of classic instant photography 
with the Polaroid Snap. Blending nostalgic Polaroid instant photos with 
modern digital technology, this handheld camera makes it easy to snap, 
print, and share the best moments in life – instantly.

Color MFG# 
Black POLSP01BK 
White POLSP01W 

Polaroid ZIP Mobile Printer White
From snapshots to selfies, this pocket-sized portable printer turns smart 
phone images into tangible 2x3in photos that print in less than a minute. 
The waterproof and smudge-proof prints are easy and fun to share – 
plus they feature a peel-off sticky back, so users can print and post their 
pictures anywhere!

MFG# POLMP01W

Point. Shoot. Print.
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Gifts for the Avid Gamer

ReTrak Utopia 360 Virtual Reality 
Headset and Bluetooth® Remote
Experience a 360-degree world with this ReTrak 
Utopia 360 virtual reality headset. Users can stay 
entertained for hours thanks to hundreds of free apps, 
and feel comfortable the entire time with the memory 
foam head strap. Bluetooth technology lets them use 
this ReTrak Utopia 360 virtual reality headset to play 
favorite simulation games. 

MFG# ETVRC

Discover Limitless Possibilities

ReTrak Utopia 360 Virtual Reality 
Headset Immersive Bundle
Step into a whole new realm of gaming with this 
360-degree Utopia VR bundle. The dual-adjust 
focus lets gamers view game streams clearly, and 
the Bluetooth® earbuds and controller let them play 
wirelessly. This Utopia VR bundle includes form-fitting 
cushions for a custom feel and fit, and it’s compatible 
with most smartphones.

MFG# ETVRCB
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Gifts for the Audiophile

Happy Plugs Earbuds Plus with Mic
Happy Plugs introduces new designs for Earbud Plus! Students 
can turn their tech accessories into fashion must-haves. With 
stylish patterns straight from the runways, their tech will be a 
fashion statement. The Happy Plugs Earbud Plus is the perfect 
piece of luxury to match any outfit while protecting their 
beloved tech.

Color MFG#

Toco Loco 7605

Pink Flamingo 7606

Vintage Roses 7896

Hawaiian Nights 7898

Carbon Fiber 7602

Blue Quartz 7604

Spice Up the Season with New Designs!
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Gifts for the Fitness & Lifestyle Gurus

Oak and Reed Painted Yoga Mat
Fashion meets function with the painted strokes 
yoga mat. No two are the same with this unique 
artistic design. The textured non-slip surface is 
ideal for yoga, pilates, and any other floor exercise.

Paintstrokes Teal

MFG# YM4-1215 Teal   

Oak and Reed Reversible Yoga Mat 
Fashion meets function with this reversible yoga mat ideal for yoga, pilates, and any floor 
exercise. Printed on one side and plain on the other, there is a style to match any mood. 

Marble White

MFG# YM4-1201 White   

Oak and Reed Yoga Mat with Colorful Carry Rope
Fashion meets function with this extra thick yoga mat ideal for yoga, Pilates,  
and any floor exercise. Includes a colorful carry rope for easy transport.

Color MFG#

Black YM6-1110 Black

Turquoise YM6-1113 Turq

Enjoy a Happy Healthy New Year
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Gifts for the Fitness & Lifestyle Gurus

Takeya Actives Insulated Stainless Steel Water Bottle
These convenient sizes will keep students hydrated through any workout or adventure, and they 
also fit in most backpack pockets perfect for traveling between classes. 

Keeps drinks ice cold for up to 24 hours or steaming hot for 12. Featuring the Insulated Spout Lid™ 
for easy, controlled, one-handed drinking and protective bottom bumper. Crafted from BPA-free 
food-grade 18/8 stainless steel with sure-grip powder coat.

Color Size MFG# 

Onyx 18oz 51060

Blush 24oz 51054 

Midnight 24oz 51044 

Sapphire 24oz 51049 

Refreshment to go!

BEST LID EVER!
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Gifts for Stocking Stuffers

Thread Wallets Elastic Cardholder
This patented credit card holder is Thread Wallets original wallet. It is as 
functional as it is expressive and holds two to six cards or cash. It’s made 
with durable, tight-knit elastic that expands and contracts to keep cards 
secure and the slim profile still offers a front pocket. Students can attach 
keys, gym passes, or lanyards for easy portability.

MFG# E-F-16  

Thread Wallets Canvas Vertical Cardholder
This slim canvas card holder is equipped with Thread Wallet’s signature 
elastic pocket, which not only stretches and contracts tightly around 
cards, but it also gives the wallet a unique style. It holds two to eight 
cards and cash, and has a top access pocket with key ring to attach keys 
or a lanyard.

MFG# V-F-04  

Thread Wallets Neck Lanyard
Finally, a lanyard students didn’t get at some random convention. Now 
they can have a cool lanyard to match their Thread Wallet with quality 
hardware and genuine leather for those with quiet style.

MFG# NL-F-26  

Stylish Stocking Stuffers
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Gifts for Stocking Stuffers

These holiday-themed PopSockets are the perfect 
stocking stuffers. These little lifesavers have 
multiple uses, and are perfect for students at an 
economical price point. PopSocket Cell Phone 
Accessories:

• Offer a secure grip so students can text with 
one hand, snap better photos, and stop phone 
drops

• Function as a convenient stand, so students 
can watch videos on the fly

• Are repositionable and stick to most devices 
and cases (but may not stick to silicone or 
waterproof cases)

• Allow for hands-free use

• Dimensions: 1.6” x 1.6” x 0.25” and 0.9” when 
expanded

PopSocket Cell Phone Accessory
Vendor # Color

122957 Paper Birds

122958 Paper Deer

122959 Bite Me

122960 Let’s Get Lit

122961 Neon Snowflake

122962 Sleigh All Day

122963 Naughty Hedgehog

122964 Gangsta Wrappa

122965 Fleece Navidad

122966 Jolly AF

Stay Festive with Seasonal PopSocket Designs!
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Gifts for Stocking Stuffers

Available in 2 sizes 
The Kitty Cat (small size) fits the following phones: 

iPhone 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / X

Samsung Galaxy S7 / S8 / S8 Plus / Note 8

Size: 2.25 inches (5.715 centimeters) wide x  
4.0 inches (10.16 centimeters) tall

The Tom Cat (large size) fits the following phones:

iPhone 6 Plus / 7 Plus / 8 Plus

Size: 2.5 inches (6.35 centimeters) wide x  
5.0 inches (10.16 centimeters) tall

 CatTongue Grips are easy to customize for any space – 
just use a scissor to cut if needed.

CatTongue Grips
These handy grips are available in a variety of 
designs! CatTongue Grips are ready to help 
students get a grip on their mobile devices 
and show their personalities. These grips 
provide a layer of Gripton to mobile devices 
and cases. Just peel, stick, and grip!

Description Kitty Cat Kitty Cat MFG# Tom Cat Tom Cat MFG# 

Pan-Daa KC17-00036 TC17-00087

In the Mood for Flowers KC17-00032 TC17-00083

Dino Sore Us KC17-00017 TC17-00068

Mad for Plaid KC17-00029 TC17-00080

Get a Grip!
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Gifts for Stocking Stuffers

OnHand 10ft Cable
The 10-foot Everlasting Nylon Charging Cable is long as a basketball hoop is high—twice as long as 
OnHand’s standard charging cables and more than three times as long as a manufacturer’s 3-foot cable. 
With this cable, students can reach the outlet all the way across the room to charge and sync their devices.

Description Color MFG#

OnHand USB Type-C Cable Black CN10F-TPCBLK 

OnHand Lightning Cable Black CN10F-8PBLK 

OnHand Lightning Cable Blue CN10F-8PBLU 

Stay Charged 
with OnHand
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